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A practical hybrid licensing model helps both business-to-business software vendors in vertical domains and consultancies that maintain separate quasi-products to benefit from interaction with select clients.

The client-shared-source model is a potential development and business model with practical implications for software architects, developers, and especially development managers. It’s not yet common, but I predict its emergence on the basis of recent OSS and innovation research as well as my own research and experience in telecommunications software. This model can be implemented by vendors of less differentiated products and by consultancies and integrators doing similar projects for different clients, the results of which have been traditionally maintained as separate quasi-products.

In the client-shared-source model, the vendor lets clients access the source code—and more—through a common platform. Scott Cook uses the term user contribution system (UCS). Satish Nambisan, Priya Nambisan, and Robert Baron urge us to profit from virtual customer environments (VCEs) in product idea generation, development, testing, and support in almost any business domain, not just software. Both approaches aim to engage clients in product or service development and delivery. We can regard the client-shared-source model, or its supporting infrastructure, as a case of implementing a software-specific UCS or VCE. However, giving clients access to source code has fundamental implications for a firm’s business logic and how it should design, develop, and manage its software.

The Changing Landscape
In the early stages of any high-tech industry, market success depends on product innovation based on proprietary technology. Most software vendors share this background. However, once a dominant design emerges, commoditization begins. To remain competitive, companies must innovate...
with marketing, efficient operations, after-sales support, and so on. The focus moves from product innovation to business innovation. This is where many software vendors stand today. For them, this has typically meant services around the core product. However, it increasingly means new types of licensing and delivery methods—for example, software as a service (SaaS), cloud computing, or even OSS—that is, new business models. Client-shared source can be such a differentiating aspect for some vendors.

Open Source Is Here to Stay, but Not Everywhere

Today, the question is no longer whether OSS can survive but mainly what kind of software might become available as OSS and under which kind of license. We haven’t seen OSS much in industry verticals—that is, in low-volume, complex, domain-specific applications.6 Various OSS business models have emerged. The usual model is based on services—for example, support and maintenance, or customizations. Another is dual licensing, in which the same software is simultaneously available both for free under a viral license such as the General Public License and for a fee under a nonviral license that probably requires assigning rights to any incremental developments back to the vendor.

User innovation is a distinct benefit of OSS to both the original contributor (vendor) and the user. Knowledgeable, motivated “lead users” can often best determine how to improve a product and, sometimes, even how to modify the source code.7 Because they aren’t in a position to market their own small incremental developments, they’re happy to contribute them back. Also, companies participating in OSS projects often want the community to maintain their incremental developments so that future versions remain compatible with their needs. Such companies are driven by commercial self-interest as opposed to purely intrinsic motivation.8

Most Software Is Fast Becoming a Commodity

A good recipe for business failure is to market a product while remaining unaware of how other solutions address the need. Development managers should realize that the most cost-effective way to address their clientele’s needs is often with someone else’s software.9

Figure 1 demonstrates how the typical technology life cycle results in commoditized software. The development of already commoditized features is a waste of resources (yellow). By definition, such functionality is cheaper to obtain through licensing or might even be available as OSS. Releasing differentiating software too openly is asset leakage (red). The x-axis can be regarded as a question of code ownership and source code availability, not just as a question of technology sourcing.

Traditionally, software development has fallen in the left column. Too many software businesses have unwillingly descended into the yellow zone (transition a) and entered fierce price competition.

When lacking product innovation capability, a software vendor should examine how the other two columns relate to its business. Instead of discussing pure OSS (the right column), I focus on involving your clients (the center column, transition b) as a way to stay in the green zone in the present era, in which many companies are comfortable adopting OSS-like practices and collaboration tools.

Client-Shared Source

The term client-shared source refers to this arrangement:10

- Access to source code becomes part of the business arrangement at a price that’s typically higher than that of a runtime license. Thus, the client pays for the right to have the source code and participate in a restricted client/developer community. The vendor continues to sell regular runtime licenses.
- Suppliers (employees and outsourcing partners) provide their work as nonclient participants in the

![Figure 1. The shift from differentiating software to commodity over time, with the two corners to avoid. The x-axis represents the level of openness in cooperation; the y-axis indicates the software’s degree of novelty (adapted from the work of Frank van der Linden and his colleagues9).](image-url)
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community, using OSS-like processes and tools.
• The software vendor requires, or at least expects, participants to assign copyright to all incremental developments back to the vendor, as in OSS dual licensing.
• The participants can’t further license the source code to third parties.

The license agreement might be limited to the client’s internal use, or it can even allow granting runtime licenses to third parties, whether under the original vendor’s or client’s (reseller’s) brand. So, resellers and integrators can similarly act as participants. The vendor should also use the same technical platform for sharing much of the documentation from requirements analysis all the way to testing.

The vendor might even pay a motivated client who substantially contributes to product development. However, for access to the platform, vendors should charge clients a positive fee, whether fixed, recurrent, or proportional to the client’s use of the product. The price can no longer be tied to a specific software version. The vendor should then award any particular client’s contributions on a per-task or results basis, just as it would reward subcontractors, if at all.

So, clients will support the software vendor, which can still extract more license revenue owing to the higher value associated with a source code offering. Too good to be true? The higher value to the client is explained by user innovation and the participants’ self-interest to contribute, lower maintenance and support costs, and so on. Such licensing can instill the client’s trust in the vendor and naturally eliminates the need to negotiate separate, potentially costly, source code escrow arrangements. However, don’t expect clients to pay high premiums until you have a working community!

You can extend the basic model to cover, for example, joint requirements analysis and testing, which would be good examples of customer-supplier relational processes or a case of “an overarching VCE.” Empirical research has also found that interactions by and between clients in value co-creation can be an important source of value and shape their future participation in such co-creation.

The closest equivalents to client-shared source in current industry practice are the development licenses software vendors grant to their close partners—for example, integrators. Unfortunately, these usually don’t capitalize on concurrent distributed development or user innovation and involvement the same way client-shared source does.

Finally, I must mention Microsoft’s “shared source” initiative. The reasons for Microsoft’s offering their “shared source” differ considerably from the above logic as Jason Matusow outlines. We shouldn’t generalize on the basis of any example set by such a dominant vendor; few Microsoft clients could ever expect to get their own incremental developments incorporated into subsequent product versions.

Challenges and Limitations
Client-shared source can only be envisaged in a B2B setting in which the clients are willing to work with the source code, either with in-house or outsourced development resources. Clients might have vested interests in, for example, critical operational support systems over which they need great control or resale opportunities. In both cases, the clients benefit from direct access to the source code and the closed development community.

Not all the motivational factors that have led to successful OSS projects are automatically present in the client-shared-source setting. Clients might well expect the original vendor to provide the mundane but necessary support tasks. Research in a similar context revealed that the primary motivations for contributing code were reciprocity (the obligation or desire to conform to the community’s norms) and future improvements (to retain compatibility and benefit from expert discussions). Less surprisingly, participants were clearly driven by need as opposed to fun and enjoyment, as is often the case in OSS projects.

In the beginning, clients that aren’t used to working with OSS projects can be expected to jealously hide their new developments against their own best interests. Dialogue and facilitation are recommended.

The software vendor must take an active role in quality assurance and resolving conflicts among participants’ incompatible developments. There’s a definite need to find the right balance in how the vendor handles the community because the participants’ sense of fairness can supersede their economic self-interest.

Implications for Developers and Managers
The client-shared-source model poses additional requirements for internal developers and development managers.
Managers should be happy to see these being taken into account, considering the promise of benefiting from external resources in exchange.

Software developed in a shared-source community must exhibit a fairly clean, modular structure if paying clients are to further develop it—for example, by writing add-on modules or localized implementations. Clear APIs are nice, but when sharing source code, you don’t necessarily need to implement them as runtime or linked libraries. The most important thing is to document the interface design, which, for performance and convenience, can still be implemented in compile-time code.

Designs based on widely adopted programming paradigms stand the best chance of success. If your company has developed an elaborate programming framework with a steep learning curve, consider whether your clients will make the effort to learn it. The more clients you expect to attract, the simpler it must be and the more universal the required tools should be.

Revision control and configuration management are cornerstones of any well-working collaborative environment; by now, the industry has learned how to master them even in distributed environments. Tool support exists, whether based on de facto tools such as svn or others, and many tool vendors offer complete platforms for collaborative development—for example, CollabNet.

However, some subtle points can be of major importance. The style of the documentation, including code comments, might need cleansing to avoid revealing business secrets, offending particular clients, containing strong language or any “self-incriminating” text, or inadvertently infringing on any third parties’ (secrecy) rights or interests. Managers should make a high-level code review to ensure that what’s being sold as source code is actually the vendor’s property. If parts aren’t, the company must procure or negotiate a license that lets them be shared in the source code, if necessary.

Finally, by coordinating testing among clients, you can better benefit from their help in all areas of testing. Develop testing plans that clients can execute on those pieces of software that they’re most interested in using. Establish policies as to what level of testing you expect them to perform before they make their incremental developments visible to the rest of the community. If you can centrally manage the information on your clients’ testing, you can direct your own testing into areas they haven’t covered, while winning time with your limited testing resources. By opening up your bug- and issue-tracking tools to clients (while managing their rights at the appropriate level), you help them fix issues critical to them (even if those issues were less critical to you and others) and further instill trust in the client relationship. After all, what your company is (or should be) selling isn’t just the product or the source code but a transparent relationship in which clients have a concrete say in your product roadmap.

By now, you’re probably worried about your ability to manage the software as it evolves with different clients. In business terms, if your clients have the need and ability to customize the software, then having multiple variants out there satisfying different needs is fundamentally a good thing! As software engineers, we obviously prefer a common codebase, whether it’s a vendor-controlled one or an OSS-like ba-

After all, what your company is (or should be) selling is a transparent relationship.

zaar. Here are three options.

The first is to incorporate the changes into your main branch of development; your clients have a clear interest in giving you the source code to maintain so that they don’t lose the respective functionality in subsequent upgrades. Because you gave them access and incentives, they can even do this mostly by themselves. You just need to decide how much control you want to retain over such code commits. At minimum, you should oversee who’s allowed to do what in the meritocracy of your own developer community.

The second option is to conditionally include client-specific features. If you suspect not everyone would be thrilled about the changed functionality, let your clients choose their preferred way, be it on a separate user-settings page, in a configuration file, or even by compile-time directives. Even mutually exclusive features can be reconciled into a common codebase—the question is just at what level.

The last option is to isolate client-specific changes from main development. Occasionally, you might come across a quick-and-dirty workaround to a strange client-specific problem you’d rather not see in your code. First, think twice—has the product found an unanticipated application area? If not, isolate it, but help your client reapply their local patches systematically whenever they upgrade the software.

The point in setting up a shared development environment is, of course, to promote the first two options over the third. When you decide to market a certain baseline as a new version, don’t
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In business terms, having multiple variants satisfying different needs is fundamentally a good thing!

However, you have the ideal opportunity to exercise the first two options for both your and their benefit: your product gets the new functionality, and they get compatible upgrades.

Getting Started
In the beginning, the vendor must alleviate its new shared-source clients’ concerns and provide them with a gradual transition until the offering is solid and self-evident. Some clients might regard the license terms as fair up front. Others might see it as an interesting partnership opportunity but need to be offered small perks as they cling to the old mindset: “If I give you something, you should give me something in exchange.” Carefully plan how the upfront premium for getting the source code, the associated limitations, the yearly membership fee, and so on will evolve over time and number of participants. To ease bootstrapping, you might want to entice the first customers by not charging extra license fees, just to show you have a community. After all, your offering’s value grows with the number of active participants in your community.

Discussion
Kapil Tuli and his colleagues have examined what “a solution” means to vendors and clients. They challenge the predominant view of a solution as a customized, integrated combination of goods and services for meeting a customer’s business needs, and they demonstrate how suppliers’ and customers’ views of solutions typically differ. According to their empirical study, customers tend to view a solution more broadly as a set of customer-supplier relational processes.

In Tuli’s and his colleagues’ research, “a supplier had noted the importance of flexible source-code software as an enabler of effective solutions.”12 Client-shared source shouldn’t be viewed as an end solution to the problem of declining profits or resource-consuming maintenance but as an enabler of and means for truly client-serving solutions and lasting client relationships.

Client-shared source could also be a way for IT consultancies to capitalize on their client-specific projects and quasi-products. The same market change factors are at play for service houses as for software product vendors. Although IT systems are critical, they’re seldom differentiating in the banking or telecommunications sectors, for example. Service house clients no longer have a strong interest in requiring strict confidentiality and sole ownership of their custom information systems when the systems in question aren’t strategically differentiated anymore. The clients’ investments are lower and better secured if the systems aren’t custom ones but are maintained (even if in low volumes) as products whose development and maintenance costs are shared across multiple parties. This also allows for more freedom in choosing support and maintenance partners. The service house might lose in short-term turnover but win in development costs and long-term competitiveness.

In vertical domains, business requirements are more complex and demand more specialized knowledge. Compared to general-purpose, horizontal OSS, much less OSS has emerged in and for vertical domains.5,6 This might imply that we’re going to see more client-shared source and other hybrid models still leaning toward the traditional, closed value appropriation models than OSS, particularly in vertical domains. Certain types of businesses also exhibit what researchers call network externalities: the more users, the more value to each user. Technically compatible companies can benefit from such network effects; an alliance formed around the same software is the most compatible of all.

Despite the recent interest in purely free open models, user innovation and participation are not a priori incompatible with premium licensing schemes. Market pressures might well make the client-shared-source model more popular among vendors whose commodity products are suitable for such collaborative development and even among consultancies, who could thus better leverage their quasi-products. Programming is no longer such a rare or expensive skill that someone with a specification and the willingness couldn’t devise a software product similar to (or better than) yours. So, don’t be so jealous about your source code! There’s probably much more value in your client relationships (just as there is in knowing your clients’ specific requirements), and client-shared source is one way to nurture them.

I’ve tried to assess the client-shared-
source model’s applicability in terms of product type and company and market attributes. The challenges aren’t insurmountable to many innovative companies. Most (successful) companies shouldn’t open up their source code even as widely as suggested by client-shared source. Client-shared source is a mid-tier solution for the “me too” companies, particularly in vertical domains, who don’t have or foresee significant differentiators in their core product. It will enable them to survive and develop new profitable business by incremental improvements. Client-shared source certainly doesn’t represent such a radical leap of faith as a transition to a pure OSS model would require. At the other extreme, given enough commoditization, one of the pure OSS business models might be a better bet even if the chance of success is slim—but that’s what commoditization in the extreme implies. Besides, nothing prevents doing that later, so if you’ve been contemplating releasing something as OSS, you should probably first try client-shared source.
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